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Abstract. The behavior of reinforcement learning (RL) algorithms is best understood in com
pletely observable, discrete-time controlled },farkov chains with finite state and action spaces. In 
contrast, robot-learning domains are inherently continuous both in time and space, and moreover 
are partially observable. Here we suggest a systematic approach to solve such problems in which 
the available qualitative and quantitative knO\vledge is used to reduce the complexity of learning 
task. The steps of the design process are to: i) decompose the task into subtasks using the qual
itative knowledge at hand; i'i) design local controllers to solve the subtasks using the available 
quantitative knowledge and iii) learn a coordination of these controllers by means of reinforce
ment learning. It is argued that the approach enables fast, semi-automatic, but still high quality 
robot-control as no fine-tuning of the local controllers is needed. The approach was verified on 
a non-trivial real-life robot task. Several RL algorithms were compared by ANOVA and it was 
found that the model-based approach worked significantly better than the model-free approach. 
The learnt sV'litching strategy performed comparably to a handcrafted version. },foreover, the 
learnt strategy seemed to exploit certain properties of the environment which were not foreseen 
in advance, thus supporting the view that adaptive algorithms are advantageous to non-adaptive 
ones in complex environments. 

Keywords: reinforcement learning, module-based RL, robot learning, problem decomposition, 
Markovian Decision Problems, feature space, subgoals, local control, switching control 

1. Introduction 

Reinforcement learning (RL) is the process of learning the coordination of concur
rent behaviors and their timing so as to optimize some performance cost, where 
the cost is a function of the reinforcement signals communicated to the learner 
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in each time step. A few years ago Markovian Decision Problems (MDPs) were 
proposed as the model for the analysis of RL (Werbas, 1977; Sutton, 1984) and 
since then, a mathematically \vell-founded theory has been constructed for a large 
class of RL algorithms. These algorithms are based on modifications of the two 
ba.<:;ic dynamic-programming algorithms used to solve 1IDPs, namely the value
and policy-iteration algorithms (Watkins and Dayan, 1992; Jaakkola, Jordan, and 
Singh, 1994; Littman and Szepesvari, 1996; Tsitsiklis and Van Roy, 1996; Sutton, 
1996). The RL algorithms learn via experience, gradually building an estimate of 
the optimal value function, 1,vhich is known to cncompa.'3S all the knmvlcdgc needed 
to behave in an optimal way according to a fixed criterion, usually the expected 
total discounted-cost criterion. The basic limitatiom; of all of the early theoretical 
results of these algorithms vvas that these assumed finite state- and action-spaces, 
and discrete-time models in which the state was assumed to be available for mea
surement. In a real-life problem hmvever, the state- and action-spaces are infinite, 
usually non-discrete, time is continuous and the s�ystem's state is not measurable 
(i.e. with the latter property, the process is only partially observable as opposed 
to being completely observable) (KalIwir, Szepesvari, and Lorincz, 1997). Recog
ni)';ing the serious drawbacks of the simple theoretical case, researchers have begun 
looking at the more interesting yet theoretically more difficult ca.<:;es (see e.g. Chris
man, 1992; McCallum, 1993; Singh, Jaakkola, and Jordan, 1995; Tsitsiklis and Van 
Roy, 1995; Munos, 1997). To dat.e, however, no complete and theoret.ically sound 
solution has been found to deal with such involved problems. In fact the above
mentioned learning problem is indeed intractable moving to partial observability. 
This result follows from a theorem of Littman's (Littman, 1996). 

One of t.he most. promising approaches, originally suggest.ed t.o deal wit.h large, 
but observable problems; is based on the idea of decomposing the task into smaller 
subta."iks. This very basic idea can be traced back at least to the idea of using ab
stractions, macro-operators and subgoals (P6Iya, 1945) which was studied by Newell 
and Simon (1972) and Korf ( 1985a) in planning domains. The at.t.ractive propert.y 
of this decomposition is that if it is done in a hierarchical manner then it can reduce 
exponential complexity to linear (Korf, 1987). In the framework of planning with 
�IDPs the plan acceleration aspect of using macro-operators has recently received 
some attention (e.g. Precup, Sutton, and Singh, 1997). On the other hand, the 
learning of macro-operators, which can be interpreted as learning control modules; 
has a longer history (Korf, 1985b; Malmdevan and Connell, 1992; Singh, 1992). The 
third aspect is the learning of the s\vitching of the particular controllers, ,""hieh has 
been studied among others by Singh (1992) and more recently by Parr and Russell 
(1997) in hierarchical models; by MatariC (1997) who used a modified RL algo
rit.hm; and by Koza and Rice (1992) and Dorigo and Colombet.t.i (1994) who made 
use of a genetic algorithms, to mention just a few examples. Inventing subgoals, 
macro-operators and hierarchies turns to be a more difficult problem. Some results 
in this direction include those of Thrun and Schwartz (1995) a.nd T6th, Kovacs, 
and orincz (1995) whose algorit.hms learn skills useful in mult.iple t.a.�ks, or Wiering 
and Schmidhuber (1997) who deal with partial observability and follow a divide 
and conquer approach. Switching controls have also received considerable atten-
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tion among traditional control theorists under the name hybrid control (Brockett, 
1993; Grossman, 'lerode, Ravn, and Rischel, 1993), but they usually focused on 
more basic properties like existence or stability of solutions ( Branicky, Barkar, and 
:Vlitter (see 1994) and the references therein), or the existence of optimal controls 
(Zabc7.yk, 1973). Recently, the existence of optimal switching strategies was proved 
by Branicky (1995) for a fairly broad class of systems. 

In this article, we propose a systematic approach to solve real-world robotic tasks 
which builds on the above mentioned works. In order to keep the problems tractable 
\ve suggest to incorporate a pr�ior'i knowledge when ayailable and use learning only 
,vhen it is really needed. Kamely, we suggest that high-level, abstract qualitative 
knowledge, which is often available, can and should be used in the planning phase 
to identify subgoals and macro-operators; quantitative, but still rough knowledge 
can and should be used to design controllers that safely implement the rnacro
operators under some well defined conditions \vhieh should be made measurable 
from the observation process; and learning should be used to resolve conflicts when 
the operating condition of more than one controller is met. Since we know in 
advance that learning will be used to find the appropriate Rwitching function we 
may bravely incorporate alternative solutions to the same sub task. Another goal 
to be taken into account in the design phase is that the task to be solved by the 
lea.rning algorithm should have a finite (small) state & action space, and be a 
completely observable task. 

In t.he first part of t.he art.icle (Sect.ion 2), in addit.ion t.o discussing t.he above 
design principles in detail, some theoretical tools are put forth vvhich can be used 
to determine if a given sub task decomposition is proper, i.e., if it results in a so
lution to the original problem. Also convergence issues of the learning algorithms 
a.re touched upon. In the second part (Section 3), the approach is demonstrated 
via a real-life example. We provide a detailed statistical comparison of several R.L 
methods combined with different. exploration strategies, such as Adaptive Dynamic 
Programming (ADP), Adaptive Real-Time Dynamic Programming (ARTDP) aJld 
Q-Iearning, with Bolb';mann exploration started from different initial "tempera
tures" . The relationship of our work to that of others is described in more detail 
in Section 4, and then finally our conclusions and possible directions for further 
research are given in Section 5. 

2. Module-based reinforcement learning 

First of all, we will briefly overview Markovian Decision Problems (MDPs), a value
function-approximation-based RL algorithm to learn solutions for MDPs and their 
associated theory. Nextl the concept of recursive features and time-discretization 
ba.�ed on t.hese feat.ures are elaborat.ed upon. This is t.hen followed by a sensible 
definition and principles of module-design, together with a brief explanation of why 
t.he modular approach can prove successful in practice. 
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2.1. Markovian decision problems 

RL is the process by \vhich an agent improves its behavior froIll observing its own 
interactions with the environment. One particularly ,veIl-studied RL scenario is 
that of a single agent minimi)';ing the expected discounted total cost in a discrete
time finite-state, finite-action environment, in which the theory of rvlDPs can be 
used aE the underlying mathematical model. A finite MDP is defined by the 4-
tuple (S, A,p, c ) , where S is a finite set of states, A is a finite set of actions, p is 
a matrix of transition probabilities, and c is the so-called immediate cost function. 
The ultimate objective of learning is identifying an optimal policy. A policy is 
some function t.hat. t.ells t.he agent. which set. of act.ions should be chosen under 
\vhieh circumstances. A policy 7r is optimal under the expected discounted total-cost 
criterion if, v-,rith respect to the space of all possible policies, IT results in a minimum 
expected discounted total co,t for all ,tates. The optimal policy can be found by 
identifying the optimal value function, defined recursively by 

v' (s ) = min (c (s , a) +., LP (s , a, s') v' (i)) aEU(s) 
8' 

for all states s E S, where (; (s ,  a) is the irnrnediate cost for taking action a from state 
s, ')' is the discount factor, and p (s, a, s') is the probability that state Sf is reached 
from state 8 when action a is chosen. U (8) is the set of admissible actions in state 
8. The policy which for each st.at.e select.s t.he action t.hat. minimizes the right.-hand 
side of the above fixed-point. equation const.it.utes an optimal policy. This yields t.he 
result that to identify an optimal policy it is sufficient just to find the optimal value 
function v*. The above simultaneous non-linear equations (non-linear because of 
the presence of the minimization operator) ,  also known as the Bellman equations 
(Bellman, 1957), can be solved by various dynamic-programming methods such as 
t.he value- or policy-iteration methods (Ross, 1970). 

RL algorithms are generalizations of the DP methods to the case when the tran
sition probabilities and immediate costs are unknown. The da.':iS of RL algorithms 
of interest here can be vie\ved as variants of the value-iteration method: these al
gorithms gradually improve an estimate of the optimal value-function via learning 
from the interactions \vith the environment. There are two possible ways to learn 
the optimal value function. One is to estimate the model (i.e., the transition proba
bilities and immediate costs) while the other is to estimate the optimal action-values 
directly. The optimal action-value of an action a given a state 8 is defined as the 
total expected discounted cost of executing the action from the given state and 
proceeding in an optimal fashion afterwards: 

Q' (8, a) = c (s ,  a) +., L p(s ,  a, S')V'(8') .  (1) 
" 

The general structure of value-function-approximation based RL algorithms is 
given in Table 1 .  

In the TIL algorithms, various models are utilized along wit.h an update rule 
Ft and action-selection rule St. In the CaEe of the Adaptive Real-Time Dynamic 
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Table 1. The structure of value-function-approximation-based R L  algorithms. Specific forms for 
the model update operaLors Ft and Lhe action selection operator St are defined in the examples 
presented helm.". 

1. Let t = 0, and initialize the utilized model (lv[o) and the Q-function (Qo) 
2. Repeat forever 

(A) Observe the next state 8t+I and reinforcement signal Ct_ 
(B) Incorporate the new experience (St, at, St+l, Ci) into the model and into the 

estimate of the optimal Q-function: 

where Ft is the model update operator. 

(C) Choose the next action to be executed based on (lHt+I, Qt+I): 

and execute the selected action, where St is the action selection operator. 

(D) t :=t+1.  

Programming (ARTDP) algorithm the model consists (M,) of the estimates of 
the transition probabilities and costs, the update-rule Ft being implemented, c.g.� 
through the equations 

(1- (
1 

)
)p,(S"a,,8)+ (

1 
)6(8t+1,8), 

� St,� � St,� 

\vhere 8(i,j) is the Kronecker-function, nt{s; a) is the number of times the state
action pair (8, a) was visited by the process {(Bt,atl}, before time t plus one, and 
values not shown are left unchanged, Instead of the optimal Q-function, the optimal 
value function is estimated and stored to spare storage space, and the Q-values are 
then computed by replacing the true transition probabilities, costs and the optimal 
value function in Eq. 1 by their estimates. An update of the estimate for the 
optimal value function iR implemented by an a.'wnchronous dynamic-programming 
algorithm using an inner loop in Step 2 of the algorithm, In each step of this loop, 
a subset of the states, Fj, is selected and the value estimates of the states in FJ are 
updated via 

V(B) := min (Ct+I(B,a) + il:Pt+I(B, a, s')V(B')) , aEU(s) s' 
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v being initialized to v, at the beginning of the loop and letting V'+1 = v at the 
end of the loop. Algorithms where the value of the actual state is updated are 
called "real time" (Barto, Bradtke, and Singh, 1995). If, in each step, all the states 
are updated (FJ = S), and the inner loop is run until convergence is reached, the 
resulting algorithm will be called Adaptive Dynamic Programming (ADP). Another 
popular RL algorithm is Q-learning, which does not employ a model but instead 
the Q-values are updated directly according to the iteration procedure (Watkins 
and Dayan, 1992) 

where ", (.5t, at) ;:. 0, 

= 

L ",(s, a)o(s, s,)o(a, at) = oc 
t=l 

and 

= 

L ,,;(s, a)o(s, st)o(a, at) < �c. 
t=l 

For example, one might set O't(S, a) = 'Ht(;,u) but often in practice IYt(.s, a) = canst is 
employed, which, while yielding increased adaptivitYl no longer ensures convergence. 

Both algorithms mentioned previously are guaranteed to converge to the optimal 
value/Q funct.ion if each st.at.e-action pair is updated infinit.ely often (.Jaakkola, Jor
dan, and Singh, 1994; Tsit.siklis, 1994) . The action-selectioIl procedure 5t should 
be carefully chosen so that it fits the dynamics of the controlled process in a way 
that the condition is met. For cxamplcl the execution of random actions meets this 
"Ruffident-explorationl' condition when the T'vIDP is communicating. However; if 
on-line performance is important, then more sophisticated exploration is needed; 
which, in addition to ensuring sufficient exploratory behavior, exploits accumulated 
knmvledge. If the Q-values were already exact, then, according to \vhat was ex
plained above, the optimal action in state .5 would be argmina Qt (.5, a) ; the choice of 
such actions corresponding to pure exploitation. Unfortunately, pure exploitation 
applied from the beginning of learning will not work in general (a noteworthy ex
ception being the case of the worst-case cost-criterion (Szepesviiri, 1997a)) .  Typical 
suggestions to overcome these difficulties include choosing random actions occasion
ally and exploiting actions at other times, or to select actions that minimb,;c somc 
kind of artificially biased Q-values, where the bia., is such t.hat. the bia.,ed Q-values 
of less often visited state-action pairs become smaller (for a survey of such methods 
see, e.g. Kumar (1985)). The most popular of these is randomization when the 
exploiting action is chosen \vith a probability smaller than onc, while having this 
probability converge slowly t.o one with time. Recently, it ha., been shown t.hat. if 
the probability of selecting non-exploiting actions summed up in time equals infin
ity (for example, when this probability is proportional to l/nt(s), where nt(s) is 
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the number of times the state s was visited before time t increased by 1),  then, on 
the one hand, sufficient exploration is ensured while on the other, the whole pro
cess eventually converges to optimality (Singh, Jaakkola, Littman, and Szepesvari, 
1997; S7;epesvari, 1997b). The most common form of randomized action selection 
is called "Bolt7,mann exploration" : where the probability of choosing action a in 
state s equals 

eQt (s,a) jT(s,t) 

where T(s, t) is a "temperature'; parameter whose rate of decrease with t should be 
bounded from below by 0(1/ In(n, (s) ) )  if one waJlts to ensure sufficient exploration 
(Singh, Jaakkola, Littman, aJld Szepesviiri, 1997)_ 

2.2_ Recursive features and feature-based time discretization 

In the case of a real-life robot-learning task, the dynamics cannot be formulated 
exactly as a finite MDP, nor is the state information available for measurement. 
This latter restriction is modeled by Pa.rtially Observable ylDPs (POMDPs) where 
(in t.he simplest. ca.�e) one ext.ends an y!DP wit.h an observation fnnction h, which 
maps the set of states S into a set X, called the observation set (which is usually 
non-countable, just like S). The defining assumption of a POy!DP is that the 
full state 8 can be observed only through the observation function, i.e. only h(8) 
is available as input and this information alone is usually insufficient for efficient 
control since h is usually a non-injection (Le. h may map different states to the 
same observations) .  Features which mathematically are just well-designed obser
vation functions, are known to be efficient in dealing with the problem of infinite 
state spaces. :vioreover, when their definitions are extended in a sensible way, they 
become efficient in dealing with partial observability. 

It is well known that in the partial observable case optimal policies can depend 
on their whole past histories_ This leads us to a generalization of features, such 
that the feature's values can depend on all past observations, i.e. mathematically 
a feature becomPB an infinite sequence of mappings (fO � P , ... it, . .. ) � with it 

: 

(X x A)t X X --+ F, where F and X are the feature- and observation-spaces. Since 
RL is supposed to work on the output of features, and RL requires finite spaces 
it means that F should be finite. Features that require infinite memory are clearly 
impossible to implement� so features used in practice should be restricted in such a 
way that they require a finite "memory". For example, besides stationary features� 
which t.ake t.he form (fa, fO , • • •  , fO , • • •  ) (i.e. ft 

= fa for all t 2: 1) and are called 
sensor-based features, r·ecm·sivc features (in control theory these are called filter·s 
or state-estimators ) are those that can be implemented using a finite memory. 1 For 
example, in the case of a one-depth recursive feature the value at the tth step is 
given by ft = R(Xt,Ot-l,ft-tl, where R : X x A x F --+ F defines t.he recursion 
and fa = J"(xo) for some function fO : X --+ F. Features whose values depend on 
the past observations of a finite window form a special class of recursive filters.' 
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A very simple one-step recursive feature is the switching feature (of Boolean 
type) whose value depends on two disjoint sets of observation-action pairs, those 
of "oIl-pairs" and "off-pairs'; . The feature's value is Olle (or 'on'), if the last 
observed observation-action pair ,vhieh wa.":l either an on-pair or off-pair is an an
pair, otherwise it is 7,ero ( ' off'). In other \vords; the feature's value does not 
change as long as the observation is outside the union of the sets of :'on-pairs" 
and �'off-pairs;' and the feature's value is reset to the label of these sets ,,,hen the 
observation data gets into either of them. In Section 3.2.2 vve ,vill give an example 
of such a feature. 

Instead of relying OIl a single feature, it is usually more convenient to define and 
employ a set of features, each of which indicates a certain event of interest. Note 
that a finite set of features can always be replaced by a single feature whose out
put space is the Cartesian product of the output spaces of the individual features 
and whose values can be computed componentwise by the individual single fea
tures. That is to say, the nevv feature's values are the 'concatenated' values of the 
individual features. 

Since the feature space is finite, a natural discretization of time can be obtained. 
The new time counter clicks only when the feature value jumps in the feature space.::! 
This makes it useful to think of such features as event-indicators which represent 
the actuality of certain conditions of interest. This interpretation gives us an idea 
of hmv to define features in such a way that the dynamics at the level of the new 
counter be simplified. 

2.3. M od1tles 

So far, \ve have realized that the ne\v "state space" (the feature space) and �(time" 
can be made discrete. However, the action space may still be infinite. Uniform 
discretization which lacks a priori knO\vledge would again be impractical in most 
of the ca..'les (especially when the action space is unbounded) , so we would rather 
consider an idea motivated by a technique that is often applied in artificial intel
ligence (AI) to solve large search problems efficiently. The method in question 
follmvs a kind of "divide-and-conquer" approach which divides the problem into 
smaller subproblems that in turn are divided into even smaller subproblems, etc.; 
then at the end routines are provided that deal with the resulting mini-problems. 
The solution of the entire problem is then obtained by working backwards: the 
routines that solve mini-problems are combined to get larger routines, then these 
are combined again to get even larger routines, and this is repeated until the root 
of the hierarchy is reached. In planning domains the combined routines arc called 
macro-actions. The actual solution of the original problem can be obtained if the 
macro-action corresponding to the actual state of the search problem is applied 
(Newell and Simon, 1972; Sacerdoti. 1974). To put it another way, the problem 
solver defines a set of sub-goals, sub-sub-subgoals; etc. in such a way that if one 
of t.he sub-goals is sat.isfied then t.he resolut.ion of t.he main goal will be eaBier t.o 
achieve. It turns out that hierarchical subgoal decomposition can reduce the prob
lem complexity from exponential to linear if the decomposition scheme is optimal 
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(Korf, 1987). Also in robotic domains sometimes it is convinent to define a subgoals 
by means of specifying a 'desired beavior' pattern. 

In control tasks the same decomposition can usually be done with respect to the 
main control objective without any difficulty provided that a qualitatively correct 
model of the plant is available. A model is said to be qualitatively correct if it leads 
to designs \vhich when extended \vith learning in later stages result in a proper 
solution of the ta.<:;k, i.e., we do not require that a proper solution of the task 
could be obtained on the basis of a qualitatively correct model. So qualitatively 
correct models should be much easier to obtain than ones which are actually used 
for control. Human are usually good at obtaining a decomposition if they have 
sufficient knowledge about the controls and sensors. )Jote that this model should 
ideally be low level, i.e. it should describe the dynamics of sensors and the plant, 
but. at. t.he same t.ime it. should hide det.ails which are unimport.ant. from t.he point. of 
view of planning. A naive physics description of the problem seems to be suitable 
if one wanted to automate this step using a planner. Qualitative modelling has a 
long tradition in artificial intelligence (de Kleer and Seely, 1984; Say and Selahattin, 
1996; Brafman and Moshe, 1997). 

::"-Jevertheless, regardless of vvhat representation and method is used, we end up 
\vith a set of macro-actions and their associated subgoals. In the next step the 
designer should implement the macro-actions as closed-loop local controllers which 
achieve the associated subgoal. In order to be successful at this task, in general 
more detailed, q'Uantitative knowledge of the plant is needed (see Figure 1) .  A 
quantitatively correct IIlodel should be suitable for designing local controllers which 
work as intended under well defined (and observable) conditions. Note that having 
a quantitatively correct model still does not mean that we can solve the control 
task without any further refinementfl. If there is considerable uncertainty in the 
quantitative model then these local controllers may also have to be learnt by an 
adaptive method, such as e.g. an adaptive control technique, iterative learning 
or even by reinforcement learning. Even \\Then using some kind of adaption or 
robustification, one cannot expect that the resulting controller will work reliably 
under all possible conditions that can occur. The other reason to restrict the 
oper'ating conditions of the controllers is that, for exarnple, in the case of serializable 
subgoals (Korf, 198'7) in order the application of the macro-action to make sense 
the previous subgoal must be met. The operating conditions should be given as 
measurable quantities. The controllers together with their operating conditions; 
\vhich rnay also serve as a basic set of features, \\Till be called modules. The process 
of breaking up the problem into small subtasks should be repeated several times 
recursively before the actual controllers are designed; so that the complexity of the 
individual controllers can be kept low. 

In complex problems, it may happen that a particular controller proves to be 
useful in accomplishing several subtasks. For example, in a mobile-robot task such 
a general-purpofle controller could be that which 'rescues; the robot when it becomes 
stuck. For example, in a mobile-robot task such a general-purpose controller could 
be that which unsticks the robot when it becomes stuck. 
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Quantitative World Model 

Controller B Controller C 

Op. Condo 
Op. Cond. B 

Op.Cond.C 

State Space 

Phases of 
Robot Programming 

Planning 

Design 

Leaming 

Figure 1. Illustration of the proposed robot programming method. The main task is 
divided into subtasks Lo reduce complcxit}, of design and learning at lower levels. Each subtask 
has a controller associated to it and the controllers have operating conditions under .... vhich the 
controller can safely accomplish the given subtask. Controllers and their operating conditions, 
which are refeITed together as modules, can be designed by hand OIl the basis of available quan
titative knowledge. Operating conditions of different controllers lIlay overlap in which case more 
than one controller may be applied at the same time. Reinforcement learning is applied to remove 
this ambiguity in an optimal way. 

In principle, a consbtent transfer of the AI decomposition yields the result that 
the operating conditions of the situation are exclusive and cover every situation. 
However, such a solution would be very sensitive to perturbations and unmodelled 
dynamics and is hard to achieve due to the ambiguities in the plant models. A 
more robust solution can be obtained by considering broader operating conditions 
or designing alternate modes to solve the problem. This� however, yields that more 
than one controller can be applied at the same time, under the same conditions. 
This calls for the introduction of a mechanism, the switching function, that deter
mines which controller has to be activated if there are more than one available. 
This decision should, however, be made solely on the basis of the state of operat
ing conditions and some some possible additional auxiliary filters. These together 
compose the feature vector available for the switching mechanism. 

So the switching function S maps feature vectors to the index of the module that 
should bc activated when thc actual fcature vector undcr consideration is observcd. 
Of conrse1 only those modules can be activated whose operating conditions are 
satisfied.4 The operation of the whole mechanism is then the following. A controller 
remains active until the switching function switches to another controller. Since 
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.� Reinforcement Learning 

cJ) I Reinfon:ement 

i [ Auxiliary Features 
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� Controller A 
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Op. Condo B Op. Condo C 
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Figure 2. The control and learning mechanisms. At any Lime one and only one conLroller 
controls the plant. This controller is selected by the switching function learnt by RL. Switching can 
occur only when the feature vedor change� \·,rhich is the concatenation of the operating conditions 
of the controllers and some auxiliary features. The reinforcement signal is also a function of this 
reature vector. Controllers can only be activaLcd when their associated opcraLing conditions arc 

observed. 

the switching fUIlction depends 011 the observed feature values, the controllers \vill 
certainly remain active until a change in the feature vector is observed. VVe further 
allow the controllers to manipulate the observation process. In this the controllers 
may inhibit an observation from occurring and thus may hold up their activity for 
a while, i.e., the controller works then in an open-loop mode. This yields a rougher 
time-discretization, \vhich reduces the problem complexity again (since less number 
of decisions is needed). The working mechanism is illustrated in Figure 2. 

2.4. Accessibility decision problems 

The goal of the design procedure is to set up the modules and additional features in 
such a way that there exists a switching controller S : F --+ {I, 2, .. . , n}, which for 
any given history results in a closed-loop behavior that fulfills the "goal" of control 
in time. It can be extremel�y hard to prove even the existence of such a valid switch
ing controller. One approach is to use a so-called accessibility decision problem for 
this purpose, which is a 5-tuple (X, A,r ,  T,A), where X is the state-space, A is 
the action space, r : X x A. x X --+ lR gives the immediate reward a.':iSociated with 
transitions, T : X x A --+ P(X) is the transition mapping determining the states 
which are accessible from any given state-action pair, and A : X --+ A gives us the 
admissible actions for any state x. 

In our case the state space is F (the possible values of the composed feature
vector) ,  the action space is {I, 2, ... , n}, the indices of the controllers, and the 
transition mapping is defined in the following way. The states that are accessible 
from feature-state f when using action i are those elements f' of F for which there 
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exists a history compatible with the feature j, such that when assuming the given 
history and using the controller indexed by i the next observed feature different 
froIll j will be 1'. This Illeans that the utilized controllers should be designed such 
that their operating conditions should not remain satisfied forever.5 Ho\�leyer, this 
is quite a natural condition since when translated back to the level of design it just 
means that each subtask should be completed in finite time.' 

There are two ways of meeting this finite-finishing-time requirement. Firstly: 
design each controller with special attention to the problem, or secondly employ 
special features such as operating conditions, which, once "activated" , terminate 
in some finite time. Continuing with the definition of the accessibility decision 
problem; the set of admissible "actions" corresponding to a feature-vector f consists 
of the index of those modules \\'hose operating conditions are satisfied in f. Assume 
that the ultimate goal of control is to reach a certain subset of F (for this, goal
indicator features should be provided) .  Let us now set up a reward function r as 

a function of the features such that r(f) = 1 only if j is in the goal set, otherwise 
.,. (f) = O. In the context of hybrid control, Sastry et al. noted the following: If there 
exists a controller for the above accessibility decision problem where the cumulated 
worst-casc rcward is non-'wro (i.e. during evaluations only worst-case transitions 
arc considered (Heger, 1996)) then there exists a switching controller that can solve 
t.he original problem (Lygeros, Godbole, and SaBt.ry, 1997). Such a cont.roller will 
be called proper in the \vorst-case sense. The reverse of the above implication is not 
necessarily true and this makes the analysis somewhat limited. Besides this, the 
exact accessibility decision problem can be very difficult to construct usually it 
is easier to construct a slightly broader one, \vhich has additional transitions in it. 
Another problem is that the exact transitions ma�r well already revoke the existence 
of a controller that is proper in the above ,vorst-case sense. 

A \vcakcr condition to thc abovc, which may secm somcwhat artificial at a first 
glance, is that the total probability of reaching the goal for all possible accessibility
com.patible t.ransition probabilit.ies should equal one. The idea behind it. is t.hat. 
under certain conditions, such as ergodicity, we may assume that transitions can be 
modelled probabilistically. A transition-probability matrix is called accessibility
compatible if the transition-probability associated with a given transition (1, i, 1') 
is non-7,ero if and only if l' is accessible from f using i in the sense of the definition 
given in the previous paragraph. Clearly, if there is a path in the graph underlying 
the accessibility transitions from each non-goal state j to one of the goal states, 
then there exists a s\vitching policy under which the probability of reaching the 
goal states is one for each accessibility-compatible transition-probability matrix. 
Such a switching stratcgy will bc callcd an almost snrely ]J1'Oper s\�litching. Noticc 
t.hat. due t.o t.he finit.eness of t.he problem t.he expected number of steps t.o reach 
the goal will almost certainly be finite under any proper switching. If \ve knew 
that transitions take bounded physical time (this is not immediately obvious since 
thc salIlC transition lIlay happcn undcr an infinitc nUlIlbcr of differcnt conditions 
becaw;;e the process has an infinite Rtate Rpace and alRo tranRitions can depend on 
the history of the process - another infinite set), then the expected total physical 
time will also be bounded. 
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Of course, since the definitions of the modules and features depend on the de
signer, it is reasonable to assume that by clever design a satisfactory decomposition 
and controllers could be found even if only qualitative properties of the controlled 
object were known. RL could then be used for two purposes: either to find the best 
s\�litching function assuming that at least t\VO proper s\�litching functions exist, or 
to decide empirically whether a valid switching controller exists at all. The first 
kind of application of RL arises as result of the desire to guarantee the existence of 
a proper s\vitching fUIlction through the introduction of more modules and features 
than is minimally needed. But then good switching that exploits the capabilities 
of all t.he available modules could well become t.oo complicat.ed t.o find manually. 

2.5. RL and e-fltationary decision problems 

If the accessibility decision problem were extendible with transition-probabilities to 
t.urn it. to an MD p7 t.hen RL could be rightly applied t.o find t.he best. swit.ching 
function. For example if one uses a fixed (maybe stochastic) stationary switching 
policy and provided that the system dynamics can be formulated as an MDP then 
there is a theoretically \yell-founded \yay of introducing transition-probabilities (see 
Singh, Jaakkola, and .Jordan, 1995) _ Unfortunately, the resulting probabilities may 
well depend on the switching policy which can prevent the convergence of the RL 
algorithms. 

Ho\�leyer, the following "stability" theorem shows that the difference of the cost of 
optimal policies corresponding to different transition probabilities is proportional 
to the extent the transition probabilities differ, so we may expect that a slight 
change in the transition probabilities does not result in completely different optimal 
s\�litching policies and hence, as \\Till be explained shortly after the theorem, we may 
expect RL to work properly, after all. 

THEOREM 1 Assume that two MDPs differ only in their transition-probability ma
trices, and let these two matrices be denoted by PI and p, . Let the corresponding 
opt'imal cost functions be 'vi and '1)2 . Then 

I I  ' - " I I  < 'I
nCl lpl - p, l l  

v, 1, - , 
(1 - 'lY , 

where C = I le l l  is the maximum of the immediate costs, I I - I I denotes the supremum 
norm and n is the size of the state space. 

Proof: Let Ti be the optimal cost operator corresponding to the transition
probability matrix Pi, i.e. 

(T;v)(s) = min (c(s, a) + '( L p;(s, a, s')V(i)) , v :  S ---+ !R, i = 1 , 2. aEU(x) s'EX 

Proceeding with standard fixed point and contraction arguments (see e.g. Szepesvari 
and Lit.tman, 1997) we get that I lvi - vi i i  <: I IT,vi - T,v2 1 1  + I IT,v, - T2v2 1 1  and 
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since T, is a contraction with index " and the inequality I IT,v - T,vl l :::: '( l lpI -
p, l l  LYEX Iv(Y)1 we obtain 6 = I lv, - v2 1 1  :::: '(6 + '!llpl - P2 1 1 IX IC/(1 - ,) , where 
1 1'02 1 1 :::: C/(l - ,) has been employed (Ross, 1970). Rearranging the inequality in 
terms of J then yields Theorem 1. • 

Ylotivated by the previous theorem, we define f-stationary MDPs as the 4-tuple 
{S, A, p, c) , where 5, A and c are as before but p, the transition probability matrix, 
may vary in time but with l ip, -p' l l  :::: E holding for all t > O. Our expectations are 
that although the transitions cannot be modelled with a fixed transition probability 
matrix (i.e. st.at.ionary MDP), t.hey can be modelled by an E-st.ationary one even 
if the switching functions are arbitrarily varied. 

By still assuming that a stationary :\lDP corresponds to a fixed switching, we 
obt.ain, if a set. (maybe stochast.ic) switching policy is followed during learning, 
that the values learnt by RL \vill converge somewhere. However, on-line RL 
will change the exploration-policy continuously, \vhich may result in oscillating 
transition-probabilities. We conjecture that the method developed by Szepesvari 
and Littman (Littman and Szepesvari, 1996) can still be applied, but now wit.h a 
reduced goal to sho,v that if during learning the transition probabilitiPB \�·ere oscil
lating slightly (say remaining within a set of diameter 0) t.hen RL methods would 
result in oscillating estimates of the optimal value function; but with the oscillation 
being a.'wmptotically proportional to s. Again this is an incomplete result a..;; it 
leaves open the question of \vhether the oscillations in the transition probabilities 
axe asymptotically small, which can be hard to answer since the actual policy exe
cuted during learning usuall�y depends on the estimated values of the optimal cost 
function, and the tranRition probabilitieR may depend on the learnt values, which 
all go to close the circle. A possible \vay out of this vicious circle is to make use 
of an assumption like, say, that the transition probabilities corresponding to dif
ferent policies should not differ too much at all, i.e. to as�mme that the rvlDP is 
E-stationary. This property was dearly observed in our experiments, which \ve will 
now describe. 

3. Experiments 

The validity of the propmled method wa.." checked with actual experiments carried 
out using a Khepera robot. After the specification of the task the modules were 
designed and then several RL algorit.hms were tried and compared. The description 
of the robot, the experimental setup, general specifications of the modules, and the 
results are all presented in this section. \Ve would expect similar results for other 
robots, too. 

3.1. The robot and its environment 

The mobile robot employed in the experiments is shown in Figure 3. 
It is a Khepera8 robot equipped with eight In sensors, six in the front and two 

at the back, the IR sensors measuring the proximity of object.s in the range 0-5 em. 
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Figure 3. The Khepera and the experi mental environment. The top-left sub-figure shows 
a close-up on the Khepera robot. The robot has two independent wheels, a gripper, a vision turret 
on the top of it (this can be better observed in the third sub-figure) and proximity sensors. The 
task was to grasp a ball and hit the stick with it. The top-right sub-figure shows a phase when 
the robot is searching for a ball, while the third sub-figure shows a case when the robot is just 
about to hit the stick by the ball. The umbilical cord can also be seen in the figures. 
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The robot has two wheels driven by two independent DC motors and a gripper that 
has two degrees of freedom and is equipped with a resistivity sensor and an object
presence sensor. The vision turret is mounted 011 the top of the robot as shown. It 
is an image sensor giving a linear image of the hori7,ontal view of the environment 
\vith a resolution of 64 pixels and 256 levels of grey. The hori7,ontal viewing angle 
is limited to about 36 degrees. This sensor is designed to detect objects in front of 
the robot situated at a distance spanning 5 to 50 eIll. The image sensor has no tilt 
angle, so the robot observes only those things whose height is exceeds 5 eIIl. 

The learning task \vas defined as follows: find a ball in an arena; bring it to 
one of the corners marked by a stick and hit the stick with the ball. The robot's 
environment is shown in Figure 3. The size of the arena \Va.." 50 em x 50 em with 
a black colored floor and whit.e colored walls. The stick was black and 7 cm long, 
\vhile three \vhite-colored balls with diameter 3.5 em vy'ere scattered about in the 
arena. The ellvirolllllent is highly chaotic because the balls lllove in an unpredictable 
manuer and �o the outcome of certain actions is not completely predictable, e.g. a 
grasped ball may easily slip out from the gripper. Note also that the task is quite 
complex compared to the tasks considered in the mobile learning literature (see e.g. 
Birk and Demiris, 1998). 

3.2. The modules 

3.2.1. S'Uutask decomposition Firstly, according to the principles laid dmvn in 
Section 2, the task was decomposed into subtasks. The following subtasks emerged 
naturally (see Figure 4) : (T1) to find a ball, (T2) grasp it, (T3) bring it to the stick, 
and (T4) hit. t.he st.ick wit.h t.he grasped ball. Sl1bt.a.�k (T3) was furt.her broken 
into two subtasks, that of (T3.1) 'safe wandering' and (T3.2) 'go to the stick', 
since the robot cannot sec the stick from every position and direction. Similarly� 
because of the robot's limited sensing capabilities, subtask (T1) was replaced by 
safe wandering and subt.ask (T2) was refined to 'when an object. nearby is sensed 
examine it and grasp it if it is a ball' .  Notice that subtask 'safe wandering' is 
used for two purposes (to find a ball or the stick). The operating conditions of 
the corresponding controllers arose naturally as (T2) a.n object should be nearby, 
(T3.2) t.he stick should be detected, (T4) the stick should be in front of the robot, 
and (T1,T3.1) - no condition. Since the behavior of the robot must differ before 
and after locating a ball, an additional feature indicating when a ball was held 
\vas supplied. As the robot's gripper is equipped ,yith an 'object-presence' sensor 
the 'the ball is held' feat.ure was easy to implement.. If there had not been such a 
sensor then this feature still could have been implemented as a switching feature: 
the value of the feature would be 'on' from the time instant when the robot used 
the grasping behavior until it uses the hitting behavior. An 'rescue' subtask and 
corresponding controller v ... ·ere also included since the robot sometimes got stuck. 
Of course yet another feature is included for the detection of "goal states" . The 
corresponding feat.ure indicates when the stick was hit. by the ball. This feature's 
value is ( on '  iff the gripper is half-closed but the object presence sensor does not 
give a signal. Because of the implementation of the grasping module (t.he gripper 
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Figu.re 4. Subtask decomposition example. 
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have a ball �;:;;=-=:;::::;---)�r:::::��' I hit the slick I 
Bingo! 

The main task of hitting the stick with a ball is first broken up into two subproblems: 
get a ball and then hit the stick with the ball. Then these are again decomposed 
into smaller subtasks \vhieh can already be accomplished by simple controllers. The 
bubbles show the subta.'3k, the rectangles with rounded corners show the conditions 
under which the solution of the given sllbta...,k is sensible and the shaded rectangles 
Rhow the macro-actions. The arrOWR Rhow the ideal flow of working1 in practice 
other transitions are also possible and do exist. Note that the "explore" macra
action is used twice in the ideal flow of working. One particular "maintenance 
subtaskll is not shown to preserve the clarity of the figure. This is the �'rescuell 
subtask. 

was closed only after the grasping module was executed) this implementation of the 
"stick has been hit by the ball" feature was satisfactory for our purposes, although 
sometimes the ball slipped out from the gripper in which case the feature turned �on; 

even though the robot did not actually reach the goal. Fortunately, this situation 
did not happen too often; and, thus did not affect learning. 

3.2.2. Feat'uTes and contmller's The resulting list of modules and features, each 
of \vhich \ve now elaborate upon, is shown in Table 2. The dynamics of the con
troller a."iSociated with Module 1 was based on the maximijmtion of a function that 
depended on t.he proximit.y of objects and t.he speed of bot.h mot.ors '" If t.here were 
no obstacles near the robot, this module made the robot go forward. This controller 
could thus serve as one for exploring the environment. Module 2 ,",vas applicable 
only if the stick was in the viewing angle of the robot, which could be detected in 
an unambiguous way because t.he only black thing t.hat. could get. int.o t.he view of 
the robot was the stick. The range of allowed behavior associated with this module 
was implemented as a proportional controller that drove the robot in such a way 
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Table 2. Description of the features and the modules. 'FNo.' means feature num
ber. Note that features 1-5 arc the operating conditions of their associated controllers. 

In the column labelled by 'on' the conditions under ''I,'hi<:h the respective feature's value 
is 'on' are listed, while the last column lists the controllers associated with the respective 
feature (if any) . 

FNo. 'on' Behavior 

1 ah.vays explore 'while avoiding obstacles 

2 if the stick is in the viewing angle go to the stick 

3 if an object is Ilear examine the object grasp it if it is a ball 

4 if the stick is near hit the stick 

5 if the rohot is stuck go bacbvard 

6 if the ball is grasped 

7 if the stick is hit 'with the ball 

that the angle difference bet,veell the direction of motion and line of sight to the 
stick was reduced. The behavior associated with Module 3 was applicable only 
if there was an object next to the robot, which was defined as a function of the 
immediate yalues of IR sensors. The associated behavior "vas the following: the 
robot turned to a direction that brought it to point directly at the object, then the 
gripper was lowered. If the object-presence sensor attached to the gripper gave a 
signal, then the robot judged that the object sensed was a ball and not the fence, so 
the robot. dosed the gripper and picked the object up. If the object-presence sensor 
did not signal the robot lifted up the gripper, then turned to a random direction 
and started going fonvard. The observation process was switched off until the whole 
procedure was finished. Module 4 was the ;�hitting'� module. Its feature function 
was 'on' when the Rtick wa..'l near, i.e., the total activity of the linear-eye Rensors 
exceeded a given constantlO, otherwise it was ' off ' .  The associated behavior was 
to let t.he gripper down and then raise it anew. This module was independent of 
whether there was a ball in the gripper or not, which entailed the robot having to 
learn that this module wasn�t needed unless the ball was grasped. Module 5, as 
noted earlier, was created to handle stuck situations. This module makes the robot 
going backward and is applicable if t.he robot has not been able to move the wheels 
into the desired position for a while. This condition is a typical tirne-window-based 
feature. The sixth feature indicated the presence of the ball, which ,vas ' on '  if a 
ball ,vas held, while Feature 7 \�.a."i the goal-detection feature described earlier. 

The operating conditions of controllers were not exclusive; on the contrary, there 
were many "stateRl' when more than one behavior wa.., simultaneouRly applicable. 
On the other hand, some features were totally independent of each other. For 
example, if the robot was stuck then there must have been an object nearby, i.e., 
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if Feature 2 = 'on' then Feature 4 = 'on' as well. These dependencies mean 
that the "actual" state space was much smaller than 27 (= 128) , the total number 
of possible states_ 

Simple case-analysis shows that there is no switching controller that can reach the 
goal with complete certainty \vithin finite time (in the worst case, the robot could 
return accidentally to state "10000000" from any state when the goal feature was 
'off'), but this argument also shows that an almost-sure switching strategy, and 
therefore one which attains the goal in finite expected time, should always exist. 
This is simply because the goal state can be reached from the state "10000000" 
\vith positive probability under a simple action sequence. 

3.3- The cost structure 

In order to promote fast learning using RL onc must design the immediate costs in a 
careful manner. A dense cost structure was applied: the cost of using each behavior 
\vas one except ,vhen the goal was reached, \vhich had a cost of zero. Costs were 
discounted at a rate of -y = 0.99. Note that from time to time the robot by chance 
becamc stuck (thc robot's 'stuck fcature' \vas 'on' ) ,  and thc robot tricd to cxccutc 
a module which could not change the value of the feature vector. This meant that 
the robot did not have a second option to try another module since by definition 
the robot could only make decisions if the feature-representation changed. As a 
result the robot could sometimes get stuck in a "perpetuaP' or so-called "jaJIlIned" 
state. To prevent this from happening, we built in an additional rule \vhich ,vas to 
stop and reinitialize the robot when it got stuck and could not unjam itself after 
50 sensory measurements. A cost equivalent to the cost of never reaching the goal, 
i.e. a cost of l�r (= 100) was then communicated to the robot, which mimicked in 
effect that such actions virtually last forever. 

3·4- The details of learning 

Expcrimcnts wcre fully automated and organb,;cd in trials. Each trial run lastcd 
until the robot reached the goal or the number of decisions exceeded 150 (a number 
t.hat. waB det.ermined experiment.ally) , or until t.he robot. became jammed. The 
'stick was hit' event was registered by checking the state of the gripper (see also 
the description of Feature 7). 

During learning, the Boltzmann-exploration strategy \vas employed where the 
temperature was reduced by TH 1 = 0.999 Tt uniformly for all states (Barto et aI., 
1995).11 During the experiments, the cumulative number of Rllccessful trials were 
measured and compared to the total number of trials done so far, together \vith the 
average number of decisions made in a trial. 
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Figun.� 5. Learning curves. In the first graph, the percentage of successful trials out of ten are 
sho"vn as a function of the number of trials. In the second graph, the number of decisions taken 
by the robot and averaged over ten trials is shown, also as a function of the number of learning 
trials. Re�mlts are t>hmvn for both the rules obtained by ADP and handcraft. 

3.5. Results 

T,vo sets of experiments vvere conducted. The first set ,vas performed to check the 
validity of the module-based approach, while the second was carried out to compare 
different RL algorithms. In the first set, the starting exploration parameter To was 
set to 100 and the experiment lasted for 100 trials. These values were chosen in 
such a way t.hat. t.he robot. could learn a good swit.ching policy, the results of t.hese 
experiments being shown in Figure 5. One might conclude from the left subgraph, 
\vhich shO\vs the percentage of task completions in different stages of learning, that 
the robot could solve the task after 50 trials fairly well. Late fluctuations were 
at.t.ribut.able t.o unsuccessful ball searches: as t.he robot could not see t.he balls if 
they were far from it, the robot had to explore to find one and the exploration 
sometimes took more than 150 decisions, yielding trials which were categorized as 
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Table 3. One part of the learned pol
icy. The six middle enLries of Lhe rows are Lhe 
feature values corresponding to those features 
listed and numbered in Table 2. (The values of 
Feature 7 arc not shO"\yn as these arc always 
zero here). The column marked by the label 
'Mid' denotes the number of the module that 
was chosen by a pure exploitation policy un
der the conditions described by the respective 
feature values. A handcrafted policy it> shown 
in the column labeled by 'Hand'. For exam
ple, in SLate 3 Lhe robot would usc Lhe mod
ule "examine object" (Controller :l) under the 
pure exploitation strateKY and the controller 
"go ba£kward" under the handcrafted policy. 

No. 1 2 a 4 5 6 Mid Hand 

0 0 0 0 3 3 

2 1 1 0 0 0 0 2 1 

3 0 3 5 

; 0 0 0 ,5 5 

5 1 1 0 1 0 0 2 1 

6 0 0 0 

7 1 1 0 0 0 1 2 2 

8 4 4 

(J 0 0 ,5 5 

10 1 1 0 1 0 1 4 4 
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being failures, At the very beginning of learning, the robot tried out the appro
priate types of behavior almost completely randomly, resulting in a large number 
of decisions per trial. The evaluation of behavior coordination is also observed in 
the second subgraph, ,vhich shows the number of decisions pCI' trial as a function 
of time. The reason for later fluctuations is again due to a ticklish ball search. The 
performance of a handcrafted switching policy is shown on the graphs as welL As 
can be seen the differences between the respective performances of the handcrafted 
and learnt svvitching functions are negligible. In order to get a more precise evalua
tion of the differences the average number of steps to reach the goal wa.":l computed 
for both switchings over 300 trials, together with their standard deviations, The av
erages were 46,61 and 48,37 for the learnt and the handcrafted switching functions 
respectively, with nearly equal standard deviations of 34,78 aJld 34,82, respectively, 

One part of the learned policy is shown in Table 31 where 10 Rtates were se
lected from the 25 explored ones together with their learned associated behaviors. 
Theoretically, the total number of states is 27 = 128, but as learning concentrates 
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on feature configurations that really occur, this number happened to be just 25 
here. The expected difference between the robot's behavior before and after find
ing a ball can readily be seen. For example, in State 5 the robot moves tovvards the 
stick (compare Tables 2 and 3) , hecause it has realized that this behavior leads to 
an object with high confidence that usually happens to be a ball. In the dual state, 
State 10, which differs from State 5 only in that ball is now held, the robot properly 
chose the hitting action. Note that the learned policy was ahvays consistent with 
the handcrafted rules; but in certain cases the learned rules are more refined than 
their handcraftcd counterparts. One part of the handcrafted rules arc shown in the 
Table 3 .  For example, aB the above example shows the robot learned to exploit 
t.he fact. t.hat. t.he arena was not. complet.ely level and aB a result halls were hiased 
towards the stick. The learned actions in States 3 and 4 reveal another unexpected 
result: when the rohot was stuck, the presence of the stick made a difference. If 
the stick was in the viewing angle the robot chose the object-examination behavior, 
otherwise it went backwards. This difference is again due to the fact that the balls 
are frequently situated around the stick and consequentl�y the object-examination 
behavior in a stuck state, and when the robot "vas close to the stick, would often 
lead to the gripping of a ball while simultaneously freeing the robot with high prob
ability so it was worth trying the object-examination behavior in states like State 
3. 

In the rest of the experiments, we compared two versions of ARTDP and three 
versions of real-time Q-leaming (RTQL). The two variants of ARTDP were ADP, 
and ARTDP with the single case when Pi : =  {sd and only one iteration in the 
inner cycle of the algorithm was performed. Note that due to the small number of 
states and module-ba."ied time, discreti:;;ation even ADP could be run in real time. 
TIut. variant.s of RTQL differ in t.he choice of t.he learning rat.e's t.ime dependence. 
RTQL:SC refers t.o t.he choice of t.he so-called sea.rch-then-converge method, where 
Ctk (8, a) = 100+��(" a) '  U k  (8, a) being the number of times the event (8, a) = (S t ,  a t )  
happened hefore time k plus one (the parameters 50  and 100 were determined ex
perimentally as being the best choices). In the other two cases (the correspond
ing algorithms were denoted by RTQL:O,l and RTQL:0,25 respectively) ,  constant 
learning rates (0.1 and 0.25, respectively) were utilized. 

The online performances of the algorithms were measured as the cumulative num
ber of successful trials. An example of the time-dependence of these values are 
depicted in Figure 6 during the learning procedure, and for the learning cases with 
ADP aJld RTQL:0,25. The starting exploration constant was set to To = 50, a 
slope of 45° meaning that all of the trials were successful. Again, late drops in 
the graphs can be a."icribed to unlucky ball searches. The bigger the curve slope, 
t.he faBt.er was t.he rat.e of learning, i.e. t.he smaller is the regret. of learning. TIy 
definition, the regret Rt at time t is the difference between the performance of an 
optimal agent (robot) and that of the learning agent accumulated up to trial t, i.e. 
it is the price of learning up to time t. If s (t) denotes the number of successful trials 
out of the first t trials and the robot learns to behave "optimally" after trial num
ber to (i.e., it is able to hit the stick with the ball in every trial after time to) then 
R = R, = t-s(t) = to -s (to) is the total regret assuming that the optimal agent can 
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Figure 6. The cumulative number of successful trials in the case of learning with ADP and 
RTQL:O,25, and Boltzmann exploratioll with initial temperature To = ?iO. The results for the 
handcrafted rule are also shown. 

Table 4. The table shows the statistics used in ANOVA. In each cell the sample mean 
and the sums of squares (SS) are shown for a given initial temperature and an algorithm type. 
The initial temperatures are shown in the first column, ,,,hile the acronyms for algorithms are 
shmvn in the first row. The numbers in the last column give the sample mean and the sums of 
squares for a given initial temperature and, similarly, the numbers in t.he last rmv give the same 
statistics for a given algorithm type. 

ADP ARTDP RTQL,SC RTQL:O,25 RTQL,O,1 Total Ro,"vs 

To = 100 60.4,449.:3 67;:376.5 76.8:245.2 84.2;62.2 87;116.5 75.08;:314.33 

To = 50 53.8:306.7 64;502.5 67.4:62.3 83.8:391.7 80.2:194.7 69.84:367.89 

To = 2.3 44.8;154.7 68.6:19l.:l 71.8::368.7 68.6:460.8 8:3.2:150.2 67.4;384 

'10 = 0 54.8; 702.7 45.6:277.3 68.8;152.7 82.8;383.7 79;270 66.2:506.17 

Total Columns 53.15:372.58 61.3:373.06 71.2;188.17 79.85:318.03 82.35;161.03 

reach the goal in every trial (this assumption is relevant since the handcrafted agent 
could almost achieve this performance). All algorithms were eXaJnined ,"yith all the 
four different exploration parameters (To = 100, To = 50, To = 25, To = 0) since the 
same exploration rate may \�rell result in different regrets for different algorithms, 
as was also confirmed in the experiments. For each algorithm and temperature 5 
independent experiments were performed. (Altogether 5 x 4 x 5 experiments were 
conducted which took a total of 40 days and nights_) The results are evaluated 
by the analysis of variance (ANOYA). Since ANOYA requires the normality of 
the data and that the within group variances are equal we performed the following 
tests: Denote the data obtained from the kth experiment ( 1 ::; k ::; 5 = n) for 
algorithm index i and temperature index j by �ijk ' denote the sample average of 
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Table 5. The table shows the results of ANOVA at the confidence 

level of 90%. The rows give the same statistics for different groups of data. SS is the SUIll of squares, df is the degI"ees of freedom for the F-statistics, :.\18 
is the empirical variance, F is the obtained F -statistics and PeTit. is the critical 
F-value at the confidence level 90%. If F 2: Fcrit.then the null-hypothesis 
that the given factor does not influence the variances must be rejected at the 
given level. 

Factors \ Statistics SS df MS F p-value Fcrit. 

'lemperature 1162.11 3 387.37 1.331237 0.270082 2.71878.5 

Algorithm 11997.86 4 2999.46?i 10.30797 0 2.48588a 

I3ehveell groups 2460.54 12  205.04.'5 0.704658 0.742507 1.875261 

'\Tithin group 23278.8 80 290.98,� 

Total 38899.31 99 

Eijk for fixed i, j and variable k by Eij . ,  the empirical variance of the same data 
by SIj . . If �ijk are independent and for fixed (i, j) and variable k they are normal 
from the t:;a,me distribution, then In=l (�ijk - �ij -) !Sij . ,  i , j� 1 :S;  k :::; 4 are inde
pendent and t-distributed with parameter 4. The Kolmogorov test was performed 
to check this. The obtained statistics was 0.1067, which corresponds to a p-level of 
0.32 since n = 5 x 4 x 4 = 80, which means that only if \v€ allmv a larger than 32% 
error-probability on the test can the null-hypothesis (i.e. that the data is normal) 
be rejected. Second, we computed the Bartlett-statistics to check the equality of 
within group variances and obtained K2 = 13, 2'786 which corresponds to a prob
ability of 0 , 82 with f = 19 being the degrees of freedom, thus the hypothesis on 
the equality of variances caJl be accepted. After this AKOVA was performed. The 
variance table is shmvn in Table 4. The results of the ANOVA arc shown in Table 
5. The main conclusions of this analysis arc that with a 90% confidence i) there 
is no interaction in between the temperature and the algorithmR, i.e., the effects 
of these are can be decoupled (p = 0.74); ii) the regret is not effected by the tem
perature (p = 0.27), but iii) the choice of algorithms influences the regret (p = 0) . 
Considering the average regrets for the different algorithms one gets the ordering 
(AOP,ARTOP,IlTQL:SC,RTQL:O,25,RTQL:O,1) in terms of increasing regret. 
Further analysis showed that the p-levels for the differences between the means 
are AOP-ARTOP:O,44, ARTOP-RTQL:SC: 0,37, RTQL:SC-RTQL:O,l: 0,41, 
RTQL:0,1-RTQL:O,25: 0,77, i.e., the model-based algorithms have a significant. 
advantage over the model-free ones, among which the best algorithm which uses 
the search-and-then-converge learning rate schedule performs significantly better 
than the others with constant learning rates. 

We have also tested another exploration strategy which Thrun found the best 
among several undirected met.hods12 (Thrun, 1992). These runs reinforced our 
previous findings that estimating a model (i.e. running AOP or AllTOP instead 
of Q-learning) could reduce the regret rate by as much as 50%. 
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4. Related work 

There are tV'lO main research tracks that influenced our \vork. The first was the 
introduction of features in RL. Learning while using features was studied by Tsit
siklis and Van Roy to deal with large finite state spaces, and also to deal with 
infinite state spaces (Tsitsiklis and Van Roy. 1995). Working on the output of 
features can well mal-ce the problem partially observable, so one should not expect 
that RL algorithms that involve optimization will \vork in general (the theoreti
cal results of Tsitsiklis and Van Roy concern only estimation types of algorithms, 
such as TD(>.), or non-adaptive algorithms (Tsitsiklis and Van Roy, 1996)) .  Is
sues of learning in partially observable environments have been discussed by Singh; 
Jaakkola. and Jordan (1995). 

The second track is related to the use of local controllers together v-,rith a switch
ing function that selects the controller to be activated at an:r arbitrary time. In 
connection with this topic, very recently and independently of us, Sastry proposed 
the use of a hybrid-control approach to solve complex problems like highvvay-traffic 
control (Sastry, 1997). He proposed the design of several controllers, such as a car
follo\�ling controller and an overtaking-controller, among others, \�lhich are imagined 
to work under different and well-specified conditions. He assumed that the system 
dynamics \vere known and so the main concern of his approach \vas to find a switch
ing controller that switched between the different controllers and that met certain 
requirements such a."i safety, maximal comfort (of the passengers) and maximal 
t.hroughput. (of t.he highway), the criteria import.ance having been ordered in t.his 
way. He used analytical tools to derive the accessibility decision problem and sug
gested \vorst-case analysis to prove feasibility. Clearly, in contrast v-lith his; we 
assume here only a qualitative knowledge of the system-dynamics, which neverthe
less enables us to design the modules and perform a preliminary feasibility analysis. 
Further, we let let the system itself find a good switching strategy by adapting to 
the actual environment. 

A different approach \\-"a."i taken by Connell and 1Iahadevan whose work com
plements ours in t.hat. t.hey set up subt.asks t.o be learned by RL and fixed t.he 
swit.ching cont.roller (:Vlahadevan and Connell, 1992). The main aim of t.heir work 
was to prove that RL could be applied to learn good controllers at the noisy and 
unreliable sensor-actuator level, where also the state and action spaces were in
finite. They found that statistics-based clustering combined with RL could solve 
this problem. Dorigo and Colombetti (1994) also considered the learning controllers 
using genetic algorithms. In future, we plan to extend our work in this direction, 
i.e. only the subtask decomposition and the features will be designed by hand, and 
RL will then be employed to learn both the low-level controllers and the switching 
controller, possibly simultaneously (for other hierarchical RL studies see the survey 
(Kaebling, Littman. and Moore. 1996) and the references therein) .  

Asada et al. considered many aspects of mobile-robot learning. They applied 
a vision-based state-estimation approach and defined "macro-actions" similar to 
our controllers (Asada, "!oda. Tawaratsumida, and Hosoda, 1996). In one of their 
papers, they describe a goal-shooting problem in which a mobile robot shot a goal 
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while avoiding another robot (Uchibe, Asada, and Hosoda, 1996). First, the robot 
learned two behaviors separately: the "shoot" and "avoid'; behaviors. Then, the 
t\'w behaviors ""ere synthesized by a handcrafted rule and later this rule ,vas refined 
via RL. The learned action values of the two behaviors were reused in the learning 
process while the combination of rules took place at the level of state variables. 

:.'vlataric considered a multi-robot learning task where each robot had the Rame set 
of behaviors and features (lvIatariC, 1997). Although the features of lvIataric could 
clearly be interpreted as operating conditions of behaviors she did not restrict the 
applicability of the behaviors to the appropriate subspaces, which increased the 
complexity of the decision problem unnecessarily . .lust as in our case, her goal was 
to learn a good switching function by RL. She considered the case when each of the 
robots learned separately and the ultimate goal was that learning should lead to a 
good collective behavior, i.e. she concentrated mainly on the more involved multi
agent perspective of learning. She found that Q-learning worked badly compared 
to her "shaped reinforcement" approach, which she found to be comparable to a 
handcrafted rule. In her approach, time averages of surnrned and appropriately de
fined immediate reinforcements served as the basis of decisions; i.e the handcrafted 
immediate reinforcements balanced the different aspects of the task and helped en
code the structure of the switching function. This design required a lot a priori 
knowledge and experience, and seemed to be costly compared to the design of a 
good switching function. In her experiments vvith Q-Iearning, Mataric used a sparse 
re\vard structure, a unit reward was communicated to the learner when it reached 
the goal, otherwise a reward of zero was given. However; it is well known that dense 
rewards facilitate clever exploration rather than sparse ones. (If dense rewards are 
used, the agent will be able to differentiate between tried and untried actions in
dependently of \vhether the goal is reached or not, which can reduce the search 
complexity in the trials considerably (Koenig and Simmons, 1997)) .  In contrast 
to her work, we followed a more engineering-oriented approach \vhen we suggested 
designing the modules based on well-articulated and simple principles. Contrary 
to her findings, we discovered that HL (with a dense-reward structure) can indeed 
work vvell at the modular level. 

In the AI community, there is an interesting approach to mobile-robot control 
called Behavior-Based Artificial Intelligence in \vhich �'competence" modules or 
behaviors have been proposed as the building blocks of "creatures" (�!aes, 1991b; 
Brooks, 1991b). Each of these modules has a list of preconditions similar to our 
Q\vn operating conditions cited here. The decision-making procedure is, on the other 
hand, usually quite different from ours. :t\laes, for example, proposed what she called 
a local-computation scheme. The modules \�'ere linked together through different 
channels and may inhibit or excite each other. Activation wa.<;j spread along the 
channels and accumulated at the most relevant behavior nodes. The behavior whose 
activation first went above threshold was selected and executed. After finishing the 
behavior, the activation level of the behavior was reset to zero and the \vhole process 
repeated. Like every ad hoc method, this method required careful tuning. Tyrrell 
found that, in a complex decision task aimed to simulate the task faced b�y a zebra 
living in the African Savannah, the decision-making mechanism by �!aes could not 
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work well compared to other action-selection mechanisms. j'v'loreover1 he added that 
there might be theoretical reasons behind this failure (Tyrrell, 1993) . Maes later 
pointed out that Tyrrell's findings could be debated (Maes, 1991a) . In another 
\vork of hers, she also proposed the learning of links between the modules (Jviaes1 
1992) and she also tried out this on a real-robot (Maes and Brooks, 1990). 

Yet another main direction of automatic robot programming research llses genetic 
algorithms to find good robotic programs (see e.g. Brooks, 1991a; Koza and Rice, 
1992) in a space of possible programs_ Alternatively basic behaviors, including 
their coordination, can be learned by using a classifier systems' approach (Dorigo, 
1995) and genetic algorithm. Like us, Dorigo also emphasized that design and 
learning should be well balanced and outlined a general "methodology for behav
ior engineering)' (Colombetti, :rvLDorigo, and Borghi, 1996) . Here \ve have gOlle 
further as we suggested specific tools which link the design issues to theoretically 
\vell based disciplines such as planning in AI systems, classical control designs and 
reinforcement learning. In this way a consistent view of the design issues has been 
developed and so the role of different components (models, planning, subgoals, be
haviors, operating conditions, features, filters: modules, reinforcement: learning, 
etc.) bccomcs clcar. I\evcrthcless, Dorigo touched somc issues which are outsidc 
the scopc of our work. For cxample, he considercd some further complex rclation
Rhips between behaviorR, such as the combination, 'independent sum: and Requences 
of controllers, i.e. respectively: the superposition of control signals coming from 
different local controllers; different local controllers operating simultaneously but 
affecting a disjoint set of actuators; and the operation where controllers are only 
used sequentially, each controller ,vaiting for the preceding controller to 'finish' 
before acting. Sequencing can be viewed as a tool to resolve problems related to 
partial observability. It is a form of implicit memory usage and could be easily 
incorporated in our framework by adding a feature \vhich becomes activated only 
,vhen a controller finishes working. The other two relationships can be viewed as 

tools to exploit different properties of the task, such as a superposition property of 
cont.rol in t.he case of combination and subgoal independence (Korf, 1987) in t.he 
case of 'independent sum'. 

A more involved problem related to subgoal independence has recently been ex
plored by Singh and Cohn (1997) who considered the problem of finding an optimal 
policy in the direct product of a finite set of MDPs with a single action set (the 
state space of the product MDP is the direct product of the state spaces of the 
individual 1fDPs, the transition probabilities are also multiplied, but the rewards 
are summed up). True subgoal independence could be modelled in this way if the 
action sets wcre indepcnclent.13 As noted in (Korf, 1987), the importance of indc
pendent. subgoals should not. be underest.imat.ed: i) independent. subgoals reduce 
the branching factor by allowing the problem solver to focus on only a subset of 
actions at any given time and ii) most goals that we try to satisfy in our everyday 
lifc arc almost indcpendcnt. In thc case of ii), think of thc indepcndcncc of actions 
needed to accomplish choreR: job-related ta.·;;ks, and recreational or social objectives 
related tasks. The only dependance between these tasks is the limited resources 
(time or money) available. Note that this dependence is quite weak until we reach 
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the limit of these resources. As we do not have an:r restrictions on the kind of 
subgoals to be used, independent subgoals can indeed be utilized in our design, 
however the notion of composite actions are not currently supported. 

Sometimes dependence of subgoals is explicit and clear. For cxamplc� Dorigo and 
Colombet.ti (1994) implicitly use dependant subgoals to define useful behaviors, e.g. 
in t.beir definition of Chase/Feed/Escape behavior when they declare t.hat. in t.his 
bebavior t.be subgoal of escaping from a predator has precedence over the subgoal 
of feeding wbich again has precedence over cbasing moving objects. In :VlDPs such 
precedence relations can be captured by certain vector-valued evaluation fUllctions 
(Henig, 1983) and also IlL algorithms can be derived which take into account the 
predefined precedences (Gabor, Kalmar, and Szepesvari, 1998). 

Our module concept (operating conditions together \vith controllers) fits well 
wit.h t.he skill concept. of Thrun a.nd Schwart., (1995) who derived an algorit.hm t.hat. 
learns "skills" useful to complete a set of tasks. The algorithm minimizes the sum 
of the loss due t.o the use of skills (inst.ead of the low level act.ions) and the storage 
size needed to represent the policies using the acquired skills. They note that skills 
are also needed in certain single tasks. Here we would like t.o not.e that multiple 
task problems usually correspond to a subgoal decomposition of a single task (with 
e.g. independent, or serializable, or block serializable subgoals) .  We find this view 
fascinating since this is why it becomes meaningful to speak about the interplay 
of t.he subtasks! The algorithm of Thrun aJld Schwartz (1995) saves memory since 
a skill has a single associated value for each (sub)task independently of the actual 
state of the system. Skills also have domains which can be identified with our 
operating conditions - only those skills can be activated whose domain indicator 
are triggered by t.he act.ual st.at.e. In (Thrun and Schwart.z, 1995) t.he probabilit.y of 
choosing an available skill is proportional to its squared value. The learned domains 
of skills could provide a very useful way of doing state-space abstraction when a 
true n.L algorithm would work on the top of the feature space induced by these 
domains, as in onr case where the RL algorithm worked on the feature space induced 
by the operating conditions. Restricting the decisions to be only dependant on the 
features' values introduces deviations from optimality but enables the introduction 
of hierarchies of modules (more precisely, a lattice structure over the modules) :  
every module can activate any other module at a lower level in the hierarchy (the 
hierarchy prevents infinite cycles) or a low level action. A method similar to that 
of Thrun and Schwartz (1995) could then be used to invent operating conditions 
and/or the relationships among the modules, i.e., their coordination. The operating 
conditions of a controller could also be learned by relying on their definitions. 
Another application could be to directly usc the algorithm of (Thrun and Schwart7" 
1995) in t.he planning phase provided t.hat. t.he qualit.ative plant model is given aB 

a :vIDP. This is the subject of our future research. ='Jote that, in contrast to the 
macro-action utilization of (Precup et al., 1997), \vhere the macro actions are used 
in a transparent manner (Le., the computed policy can eventuall�y be given purely 
by simple actions) to facilitate planning, we suggest to transfer information about 
subgoal decompositions to the actual control level also. This serves the purpose of 
task-oriented abstracting space, t.ime and action. The idea of (Precup et a!., 1997) 
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(and also that of Thrun and Schwartz (1995)) could be utilized in the planning 
phase of our method to initialize the coordination of behavior modules. 

It is very important to note that the qualitative kmJ\vledge of the plant can be 
represented by any method, such as dynamical equation, symbolic rules; and is not 
restricted to 1'lDPs. This may mean a very compact representation and rnay enable 
different kind of algorithms to vi-'ork at the planning phase. Earlier, \liTe suggested a 
method to learn a rule ba."icd representation on the top of an :tv1DP rcprC'Bcntation 
(Kalmar, Szepesvari, and Lorincz, 1994, 1995). This algorithms relics on a 'triplet' 
represent.ation of MDPs (see Szepesvari and Lorincz, 1994; Szepesvari, 1994) when 
transitions are represented and evaluated instead of state-action pairs or states. 
Transitions are then interpreted as rules that apply to specific situations and are 
combined to get new, more general rules which apply to a larger set of situations. 
We argued that the algorithm works well in deterministic problems (Kalmar et aI., 
1995). Such an algorit.hm, when only the most probable transit.ions are kept, could 
\vell be used to derive the qualitative representation needed in the planning phase 
of the method presented here. 

5. Summary and conclusions 

Following the traditions of RL based robot programming, an approach to module
based reinforcement learning was proposed to solve the coordination of multiple 
"behavior�" or controllers. Extended features (filters) served as the basis of time 
and space discretization as well as specifying the operating conditions of the mod
ules. The construction principles of the modules were to: i) decompose the problem 
into subtasks using a qualitative model of the plant; ii) for each subtask, design 
controllers and specify the controllers' operating conditions using a more detailed 
model of the plant; iii) check if the problem could be solved by the controllers un
der the operating and observability conditions, add additional features or modules 
if necessary; iv) set up the reinforcement function and learn a switching function 
from experience. Although individual elements of our methods existed previously 
in the literature, we have combined them into a single, coherent, framework. 

One particularly important motivation behind our approach was that a partially 
observable decision problem can usually be transformed into a completely observ
able one if appropriate features and local controllers are employed. Of course, some 
a priori knowledge of the task and robot b required to find those features and 
controllers. However, it is important to note that because of the adaptive part; the 
controllers and the interactions among them need not to be fine-tuned which allows 
quick and easy development of robot prograrnrning. It was argued that RL could 
,vork well even if the resulting problem was only almost stationary. 

The design principles were applied to a fairly complex real-life robot learning 
problem and several RL-algorithms v ... ·ere compared in practice using the Analysis of 
Variance. \Ve found that estimating the model and solving the optimality equation 
at each step (which could be done owing to the economic1 featllre-ba.."ed time
discretization) yielded significantly better results than other approaches_ The robot. 
learned the task after 700 decisions, which usually took less than 15 minutes in real-
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time. \Ve conjecture that using a rough initial model good initial solutions could be 
computed off-line that could further decrease the time required to learn the optimal 
solution for the task. 

The main difference between earlier works and our approach here is that we have 
established principles for the design modules and found that our subsequent design 
and simple RL \vorked splendidly. Plans for future research include extending the 
method via automatic subtask decomposition mechanisms, the learning of mod
ules and operating conditions, and even by the learning of qualitatively correct 
world models which can be used in the planning phase to invent the subtask de
composition. These would reduce the amount of a-p'rioT'i human knowledge which 
is important ,vhen human knowledge is unavailable such as in industrial process 
control. Also the analysis of almost stationarity in decision problems 1,'muld be 
important to consider since this notation may provide a bridge between the the
ory, when we consider probabilistic models and practice1 which corresponds to a 
deterministic, but chaotic world. 
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Notes 

1.  If the state space is infinite then not all sensor-based features can be realized in practice. 

2. If time is continuous, then recursive features should be replaced by features that admit 
continuous-time dynamics such as j = R(x, a, J).  Tn order to have a fin ite-space output, 
such features should be used together with discretization mappings, i.e. the output of the 

feature is given by h.R(f) inst.ead of 1, \vhere hR : Fo --+ F it> a discretization mapping, Fo 
being a suitable subset of a vector space (such as a connected subset of !R) and F the finite 
feature space. 

3. For continuous-time systems some additional care is needed since arbitrarily fast transitions 
cannot. be observed in practice. This places restrictions on Lhe dynamics 01" the s}'stem and 
its features, but we do not concern ourselves 'with such structural questions here. In digital 
control, time is already discret.ized, but the introduction of feature-jump based clocks is still 
worth t.he effort since the complexity of the feature-level "dynamics" might be a great deal 
simpler than the original one. 

4. This is a ver�y important. restriction: It reduces the problem complexity hugely, by a factor of 
1/22n (1+0(1» , where n is the number of operating condit.ions. 

5. One exception may be a controller 'whose purpose is just to maintain the "goal st.ate" . 

6. Aga.in ,  t.he goal stat.e may be retained for an infinitely long period of time. 

7.  Note t.hat as the original control problem is deterministic it is not immediate when the intro
duction of probabilities can be justified. One idea is to refer to the ergodicity of the control 
problem. 

8. The Khepera was designed and built at Laborator:y of Microcomputing, Swiss Federal Institute 
of Technology, Lausanne, Switzerland. 

9. Modules are numbered by the identification number of their features. 
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10. All the feature functioIls of the modules could be implemented as a threshold SUIll of the 
measurements of one sensor modality. The thresholds 'Nere chosen in such a -,vay that the task 
remained solvable, but no additional fine-tuning of these parameters was performed. Ncvcr
th818&.." the values of these parameters could influence the resulting performance. 

, 1 .  The theoretically-funded inverse logarithmic decrease was tried as well, but it was found to 

yield worse on-line performances than the faster geometric decrease, \vhich, in this particular 
specific case, seemed to guarantee the sufficiency of exploration. 

12. An exploration strategy is called undirected when the exploratioll dOffi not depend on the 
number of visits to the state-action pairs. 

13. Korf's definition \vould also require that only one action is chosen at each time step from the 
union of the disjoint action sets (Korf, 1987), but this is unnecessarily restricting in our case. 
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